
On the Freedom of Deryption�Jonathan MillenComputer Siene Laboratory, SRI InternationalMenlo Park, CA 94025Deember 27, 2002AbstratSome formal methods for ryptographi protool analysis representmessage �elds using a free term algebra, whih does not permit an expliitsymmetri deryption operator. Although the ability of prinipals andintruders to derypt enrypted messages is represented impliitly, suhmodels an fail to reognize some attaks. However, with an additionalrestrition on the protool { EV-freedom, in whih enrypted message�elds must have a known struture { the extension of the free algebra withderyption is unneessary beause it does not enable any new attaks. Theanalogous question for publi key enryption is open.1 IntrodutionFormal methods for seurity protool analysis represent ryptographi opera-tions abstratly, using a logial or algebrai model. Some approahes use a freeterm algebra to represent messages. A free algebra model has no relations, soa free algebra with an enryption operator annot also have a deryption op-erator, sine in that ase one would have a relation like d(e(X;K);K) = X:Free term algebras are used in the strand spae work [THG99℄ and approahesbased on it, as well as in some other approahes, suh as [Pau98℄. A good dis-ussion of some of the assumptions and onsequenes of using a free algebra,suh as unique readability, is given in [THG98℄. Some analysis tools, suh asthe NRL analyzer desribed in [Mea92℄, are not restrited to a free algebra, andare apable of analyzing protools that employ deryption expliitly, suh as theseletive broadast protool analyzed in that paper.Using a free algebra, the ability of legitimate parties and the intruder toderypt messages is modeled as a transformation from an enrypted expressionlike e(X;K), using K, to the derypted ontent X . The ability to representderyption impliitly leads to the plausible supposition that nothing would be�This work was supported by DARPA under Spae and Naval Warfare Systems Centerontrat no. N66001-00-C-8014. 1



gained by adding a deryption operator expliitly, if the protool an be spei�edwithout it.Unfortunately, this is not the ase; some attaks are overlooked. The intu-itive reason for this is that, with an impliit deryption model, only terms thathave already been enrypted an be derypted; one annot \derypt" otherterms. This limitation masks possible attaks. We give an example of suhan attak, but then we go on to show that a mild restrition on the protoolspei�ation is enough to ensure that a free algebra with impliit deryptionwill �nd all attaks that a derypt-extended algebra an �nd.Our method of proof applies to symmetri enryption, but does not applyto publi key enryption, although an analogous result may be possible. Thereare some observations in the Conlusion about the publi key ase.Consider the protool below, presented as a pair of strands. Assume that sis a seret, k is a seret key shared by A and B (but not the intruder), and  isa key known to both B and the intruder. X is a variable.A BÆ e(s;k)
//

e(e(X;);k)
// Æ

��Æ X
//If X is instantiated with d(s; ), and the usual anellation rule is applied,the message reeived by B beomes idential to the message sent by A, and thetwo strands form a bundle, in whih every reeived message was either sent by alegitimate party or onstruted by the intruder from previously sent messages.This bundle e�etively ompromises the seret s, sine the intruder an enryptX with , yielding e(X; ) = e(d(s; ); ) = s.It is not possible to disover that s is ompromised in the ontext of a freeterm algebra with no expliit deryption operator. This an be established usingthe tehnique in [MS01℄. An informal argument is the following: an intruderannot synthesize the term to be reeived by B, beause it is enrypted usingk, whih is not known to the intruder. So the only possible soure of the termis the transmitted message from A, namely, e(s; k). To reognize this messageas the message reeived by B requires unifying the onstant s with the terme(X; ), and this is impossible in the free algebra.Essentially the same example also works for publi key enryption. If wereplae e by pe in the example, and assume that  is the publi key of theintruder, we an letX = pe(s; 0), where 0 is the orresponding private key. Theargument that s is not ompromised in the free algebra is similar, but must beindutive, beause the intruder an synthesize terms of the form pe(pe(X; ); k).Suh terms turn out not to be useful beause the intruder must have X to makethem.Our objetive is to show that, with an additional restrition, the free-algebraanalysis will �nd all attaks that an be found using an extended algebra with2



deryption and anellation. The additional restrition, alled EV-freedom, isthat there must be no appliations of an enryption operator to a variable (byitself) in the protool spei�ation. That is, no message may be, or ontain asa subterm, a term of the form e(X; k), where X is a variable and k is any termused as a key.In partiular, if the example above is modi�ed to replae the X in B'sreeived term by a pair [X; a℄, for some onstant a, the protool is EV-freeand seure, at least in the symmetri-key version. The argument depends onthe ability to distinguish a pre-hosen onstant s from an irreduible term ofthe form e([X; a℄; ), or equivalently, distinguishing d(s; ) from [X; a℄. Thisis reasonable beause the right-hand portion of the former value is not likelyto math an independently hosen reognizable value a, as long as a is not toosmall. Furthermore, it is onsidered good protool design pratie to require thatthe format of reeived messages be veri�able through some known struturalproperty of the data.2 Protool ModelProtool roles are spei�ed with strand shemas, or parametri strands, in whihmessage terms may ontain variables. Role spei�ation with parametri strandswas used in [SBP01℄ and [CDL00℄. A semibundle (terminology from [SBP01℄)is a olletion of strand instanes that might ontain variables and whih mightnot satisfy the ondition that eah reeived message must have been sent.A semibundle is solvable if there is some bundle in whih a ground instaneof the semibundle is embedded. A serey goal an be phrased as a solvabilityproblem for a semibundle ontaining a \test" strand in whih a seret message isreeived (unenrypted). Some other seurity goals an be phrased as solvabilityproblems as well.Our result is stated in the ontext of two term algebras. The free algebraPSE ontains a pairing operator [X;Y ℄ and a symmetri enryption operatore(X;K). The extended algebra, PSED, inludes the deryption operator andtwo anellation relations: d(e(X;K);K) = X and e(d(X;K);K) = X . Theserelations are applied automatially as redution rules (from left to right), andthey yield a unique irreduible form for any term. (The fat that this term-rewriting system is onvergent was proved in [Mea92℄.)The solvability problem also requires us to speify the intruder apability,whih we do with the free derivation rules below rather than with penetratorstrands.(A1a) [X;Y ℄ ` X (A2) X;Y ` [X;Y ℄ (A4) X;K ` e(X;K)(A1b) [X;Y ℄ ` Y (A3) e(X;K);K ` XWe refer to (A1a) and (A1b) olletively as (A1). In the ontext of thederypt-extended algebra there are two additional derivation rules:(D1) d(X;K);K ` X (D2) X;K ` d(X;K)3



A ground term (a term ontaining no variables) t is derivable from a set ofground terms T if t is an element of T , or if there is some tree of derivationrule appliations that generates t from elements of T . The nodes of a derivationtree for t are ground terms, the root of the derivation tree is t, the leaves areelements of T , and the parents of eah term are the anteedents of the termin an instantiated rule. The set of terms derivable from T using only the freederivation rules is the free losure C(T ), and the set of terms derivable from Tusing both the free and extended rules is the derypt-extended losure CD(T ).The approah to determining solvability in [MS01℄ is to note that any so-lution bundle, being a partial ordering, is onsistent with at least one linearordering of nodes in the semibundle, representing a possible temporal order ofnode events. For eah linear node ordering, there is a onstraint set onsistingof the sequene of relations Ri 2 CD(Si), where Ri is the ith reeived messageand Si is the set of sent messages from nodes that preede the Ri node in theordering, plus any initially known ground terms. We always have Si � Si+1.3 The Free Closure TheoremThe main result of this paper is to show that if the protool spei�ation doesnot use the derypt operator, so that it an be spei�ed in PSE, and if it isEV-free, then every solution of a onstraint set in PSED using the extendedlosure an be replaed by a solution using the free losure in PSE.Let us say that a term t in PSED is pure if it ontains no ourrene of thederypt operator, so that it is also in PSE, otherwise it is alled impure. A setof terms is pure if its elements are all pure. If a term t is desribed as impure,we mean that it is impure in its normal form after the anellation redutionsare applied, so that d(e(u; k); k) redues to u and is onsidered \pure" if u ispure. Variables are pure. A key result showing the motivation for EV-freedomis the following.Lemma (Redution). Suppose u is a pure term and � is a substitutionsuh that �u is reduible. Then u has a subterm e(X; y) where X is a variablesuh that �X = d(v; w) for some terms v; w.Proof. For anellation redution to be possible, �u must ontain a subtermof one of the two forms (1) d(e(v; w); w) or (2) e(d(v; w); w). In ase (1), sineu is pure, the entire subterm must our as a subterm of the image �X of somevariable X . However, the image �X should be an irreduible ground term, sothis ase is not possible.In ase (2), as in ase (1), the entire subterm annot our in �X . However,the remaining possibility is that u ontains e(X; y) and �X = d(v; w), where yis some term suh that �y = w.Corollary (Redution). EV-freedom of a pure term prevents redutionsafter substitution.For any term t in PSED, let t� be the term that results from hanging every\d" operator in t to \e" at any depth. That is, (d(u; v))� = e(u�; v�), andfor other funtions f , (f(u))� = f(u�). The star has no e�et on onstants or4



variables. We remark that:Proposition (Star). For any t in PSED, t� is pure; and if t is pure, t� = t.For any substitution �, let �� map eah variable X to ��X = (�X)�. Weshow next that in the presene of EV-freedom, the star operator an be appliedthrough a substitution.Lemma (Star Substitution). If u is pure and EV-free then (�u)� = ��u.Proof. By indution on the struture of u. If u is a onstant, neither � nor� has any e�et. If u is a variable, ��u is by de�nition (�u)�.For larger strutures, note that by the Redution Corollary, no redutionsare possible after a substitution by �. This means that �f(v; w) = f(�v; �w),for any (non-d) funtion f , and this is true also for ��, beause u is pure.Suppose u = f(v; w), where f is not \d" beause u is pure, and note that theindution hypothesis may be applied to v and w. Then, (�u)� = (f(�v; �w))� =f(��v; ��w) = ��f(v; w) = ��u:Now onsider a onstraint u 2 CD(T ) that is satis�ed by �, so that there isa derivation tree deriving �u from �T . We are assuming that u and T are pure,but impure terms may be introdued in the derivation tree via � or rule (D2).We plan to show that if u 2 CD(T ) is satis�ed by �, then u 2 C(T ) is satis�ed by��. In partiular, we an use the same derivation tree. This is possible beauseany use of the extended rule (D1) turns into an appliation of (A3), and any useof the extended rule (D2) turns into an appliation of (A4). For this to work,we must �rst hek that every node in the tree, that is, any term t derivablefrom �T , may be replaed by t�.Theorem (Free Closure). Let T be pure and suppose t 2 CD(�T ). Thent� 2 C(��T ).Proof. The proof is by indution on the size of the derivation tree. In thebase ase, t 2 �T . So there is a pure term u 2 T suh that �u = t. By the StarSubstitution Lemma, t� = (�u)� = ��u 2 ��T .Now onsider a term t arising from a derivation rule whose anteedentssatisfy the Lemma. That is, if s is an anteedent of t, s� 2 C(��T ). There aresix ases, depending on whih rule was used to derive t.(A1). Assume that the derivation was [t; s℄ ` t. (The A1b ase is similar.)By indution, [t; s℄� 2 C(��T ). But [t; s℄� = [t�; s�℄, so (A1a) an derive t�.(A2). t = [r; s℄ and both r�; s� 2 C(��T ). Then (A2) may be used to derivet� = [r; s℄� = [r�; s�℄.(A3). Here, the derivation was e(t; k); k ` t. Then e(t�; k�) and k� are eahin C(��T ). So (A3) may also be used here to derive t�.(A4). t = e(r; s) and both r�; s� 2 C(��T ). Then t� = e(r�; s�) and t� isderivable using (A4).(D1). Here, the derivation was d(t; k); k ` t. Then e(t�; k�) and k� are eahin C(��T ). So (A3) may be used in this ase also to derive t�.(D2). t = d(r; s) and both r�; s� 2 C(��T ). Then t� = e(r�; s�) and t� isderivable using (A4).Finally, given any of the onstraints u 2 C(T ), if there is a solution �u 2CD(�T ), we onlude from the Free Closure Theorem that (�u)� 2 C(��T ). But5



if u is pure and EV-free, (�u)� = ��u and this tells us that �� is a solution ofthe onstraint set over PSE. This yields a orollary:Corollary (Free Closure). If a protool strand-shema spei�ation is ex-pressed in PSE and is EV-free, then the orresponding onstraint set is solvableover PSED with the extended losure if and only if it is solvable over PSE withthe free losure.4 ConlusionWe presented an example showing that ryptographi protool analysis with afree term algebra and impliit deryption rules is inadequate in general, beauseit fails to �nd an attak involving expliit deryption. This is true even when theprotool an be spei�ed in the free algebra. But if the protool spei�ation asa strand shema is EV-free, any attak found with the derypt-extended algebrais also found with the free algebra.EV-freedom is a reasonable requirement that is satis�ed by most protools.Note that it is not a requirement for seurity, but just a ondition that makesanalysis easier. EV-freedom is reminisent of various tagging shemes that havebeen suggested to provide semanti seurity [GM84℄ and to prevent type awattaks based on data type ambiguity [HLS00℄. These tagging shemes oftenyield EV-freedom as a byprodut.The PSE algebra, with pairing and symmetri enryption, ould be extendedby inluding an abstrat hash funtion or by assuming that pairing is assoiative,yielding n-ary onatenation, without a�eting the proof approah.Publi-key enryption an be added to a free algebra as long as the pri-vate key orresponding to eah publi key does not appear expliitly. However,the approah used in this note does not appear to apply to publi key enryp-tion. One an extend the star operator by mapping eah private key to itsorresponding publi key, but a problem arises in the proof of the Free ClosureTheorem. In the publi-key ase orresponding to (D1), the derivation wouldbe pe(t; k0A) ` t, where k0A is a private key. The star version would then bepe(t�; kA) ` t�, whih is valid only when kA is the publi key of the intruder.Although other private keys k0A do not normally our, they might arise fromthe substitution �. An argument that suh a substitution is unneessary, or anargument taking a di�erent approah, is still possible, and the validity of theresult for publi key enryption is onsidered open.Referenes[CDL00℄ I. Cervesato, N. Durgin, P. Linoln, J. Mithell, and A. Sedrov. Re-lating strands and multiset rewriting for seurity protool analysis.In 13th IEEE Computer Seurity Foundations Workshop. IEEE Com-puter Soiety, 2000. 6
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